
The all-in-one collaboration 
board for remarkable, AI-
powered video meetings 
and interactive ideation

Cisco® Board Pro G2 is an integrated video 
conferencing device and collaboration board that 
offers a complete hybrid meeting room solution to 
remove the distance between in-room and remote 
participants. 

It is an intelligent video collaboration appliance 
combining a dual camera system, built-in speakers 
and microphones, an interactive touch screen, an AI-
powered computing engine, and several mounting 
options to customize your room experience.

Featuring aesthetic design and premium quality, it’s 
the ultimate room device to power AI-enhanced video 
meetings, touch-enabled collaborative teamwork, 
streamlined deployment and scalable cloud 
management with a single solution.

Supporting Cisco Rooms and Microsoft Teams 
Rooms, and a variety of third-party productivity tools, 
the Board Pro G2 is a flexible collaboration solution 
designed for small and medium meeting rooms, 
training rooms, huddle spaces, and flexible room 
configurations.

Bring AI-infused hybrid meetings and teamwork to your spaces

Video intelligence with AI virtual lens zoom enhancement, 

Frames for multi-participant views, dynamic speaker 

tracking, multi-stream layout support (coming soon), and 

multi-camera connectivity for AI presenter tracking

Audio intelligence enabling spatial sound powered by 

multi-channel speaker system, advanced AI noise 

removal, beamforming microphone array, and directional 

audio extension with Cisco and third-party IP microphones

Custom virtual meeting zone creation via local processing 
to avoid distractions. It intelligently maps the workspace to 
capture and frame only those in the meeting in glass-
walled rooms and open plan room configurations. 

When running Webex Meetings, it supports equity and 
engagement with Cisco AI Assistant, immersive content 
share, and natural language understanding to provide 
real-time translation and closed captioning
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Frame everyone
A 96MP, dual-lens camera system, smart image 
processing, and AI virtual zoom* work together to 
capture everyone in the room in high quality, with a 
focus on the active speaker or representing everyone 
equally - with longer reach and better visual clarity.

Beat distraction
Powered by an NVIDIA AI engine, you can create 
custom meeting zones and leverage the power of AI 
noise removal to beat distraction and keep your teams 
focused. Enjoy spatial sound and capture all voices in 
ultra-high quality to include remote participants.

Reimagine teamwork
Using the 55" or 75" responsive touchscreen, two 
active pens, and deep integration with go-to 
collaboration tools from Microsoft, Miro, Mural, 
Webex, and more, you can brainstorm, whiteboard, 
and annotate on shared content in real time.

AI-enhanced,  
cinematic meetings  
A blend of meeting room AI 
and powerful hardware for 
inclusive audiovisual and rich 
content experiences.

Seamless deployment  and 
configuration at scale 
All-in-one simplicity to 
deploy anywhere and bring 
clutter-free, premium design 
to any room at scale.

Connected teamwork 
experience 
Seamless ideation, annotation 
and whiteboarding using a 
variety of go-to productivity 
tools and ideation apps.

Centralized device and 
workspace management  
Monitor, troubleshoot, and 
control your deployment while 
gaining unique workspace 
insights.  

Join meetings on any platform
Get the Cisco Rooms experience for Webex Meetings 
and advanced third-party meeting interoperability with 
Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and Google Meet, or run an 
elevated Microsoft Teams Rooms experience on the 
same device - powered by RoomOS.

Deploy and configure with ease
Leverage multiple mounting options for wall and floor, 
a mobile wheel stand upgrade, and a premium, 
standardized design that makes the device simple to 
deploy and configure across any number of rooms 
without advanced technical skills and effort required.

Integrate and manage
Connect the device seamlessly with an external PTZ 
camera, microphones, speakers, external displays, and 
your laptop. And using Control Hub, you get a single 
admin portal for unified cloud device admin, advanced 
monitoring, integration APIs, and workspace analytics. 

A complete room solution to reimagine hybrid meetings and ideation 
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For more information, 
please scan the QR code 

* Coming soon with future software release.




